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1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter briefly explains about the background of HI-TECH Corporation. The product
concept and the location start up business will be discussed in detail.
1.1 Executive Summary
The "Pro Planting Machine" is product made particularly by HI-TECH Corporations and it a
new invention which provides best services especially to farmers. Basically, this product was
be evaluated through many aspect and there was several improvement have done to make this
product look not complicate and effective. Some innovation have done by our company by add
water pump and mini hoe to ease the watering and ploughing. With the main objective is to
provide a product that can reduce the usage of time, cost and human energy that help increase
the efficiency of farming. It also free from pollution because there is no smoke produces during
this machine operation.
The product is designed suitable use for smallholder farmer and big plantation. This product
has tank for water storage. The technology used to produce this quality product is applied from
a combination of technologies that available in market today. It can be concluded that this
product give a beneficial impact to the customers.
Even our product is slightly similar with the existing product, but we have used the advanced
innovation in technologies in our product. In detail, this product is mainly made from a
stainless steel. This machine is made up from stainless steel to avoid rust. Target market for
this product is especially suitable for farmers. This product can be concluding as quiet, safe and
reliable, convenient and simple to be use.
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